
Comparing Six-Digit Numbers 
Part 1: Write <, >, or = on each line.

a.  254,789 _____ 254,879

Part 2: Circle the greater amount in each pair.

Part 4: Read and answer the questions.

u.  The distance around the Earth's equator is 24,901 miles.
      The distance around Saturn's equator is 236,672 miles.
      Which planet has the shorter distance around its equator?        _________________________

v.  There are 686,923 people living in Alaska. 
      There are 873,092 people living in Delaware. 
      Which state has the greater population?                                      _________________________

w.  The size of Texas is 268,581 square miles. 
      Minnesota is 86,939 square miles.
      Which state has a smaller area?                                                     _________________________

m.   245,611    254,600 n.   470,009    48,090 o.   344,002    340,009

g.  898,820 _____ 99,929

d.  778,003 _____ 778,030

j.   817,300 _____ 817,300

b.  545,454 _____ 454,545

h.  344,280 _____ 340,289

e.    32,999 _____ 102,033

k.  690,609 _____ 609,690

c.  134,312 _____ 134,312

i.     34,559 _____ 304,559

f.   676,777 _____ 667,798

l. $100,020 _____ $100,200

Name:

Part 3: On each line, write out the words, is greater than, is less than, or is equal to.

p.  789,224 ________________________________ 789,224

r.   456,929 ________________________________ 456,992

t.  815,789 ________________________________ 851,709

q. 154,000 ________________________________ 145,000

s.   $515,013 _______________________________ $59,013
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